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About EmbedIT…

< We are IT professionals who design, develop & support business critical applications across all companies within Home Credit Group & Airbank.

< 10 - exact number of countries where we deliver our solutions

< 13 - number of time zones we operate in

< 800+ - operating systems

< 500+ - is current number of EmbedIT employees

< 13 - data centers around the world
## About the Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPF Group</th>
<th>Air Bank</th>
<th>Home Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• PPF Group invests into multiple market segments such as banking and financial services, insurance, real estate, energy, metal mining, agriculture, retail and biotechnology. PPF’s reach spans from Central and Eastern Europe to Russia and across Asia. PPF Group owns assets amounted to EUR 21.5 billion (as of 31 December 2012). More than 20-year-long history of PPF Group is a tale of discipline, courage, and professionalism of a team led by the Czech founder and majority shareholder of PPF Group N.V., Petr Kellner.</td>
<td>• It’s fully-fledged 21st century bank, with a branch network and next generation Internet banking. You can find a clear, comprehensible offer of services where satisfaction is guaranteed. Air Bank is convinced that, in the Czech Republic, there are a lot of people who have a different idea of what a bank should be. They want an open and honest institution and where people will be regarded as customers and not numbers. According to Air Bank, a bank is a service, and as such should be clear, transparent and accessible.</td>
<td>• Home Credit is part of PPF Group and focuses on providing services in consumer finance. It has been long since it exceeded the border of the Czech Republic and expanded (and is still expanding) to a number of global markets, focused on emerging markets. Home Credit provides not only loans, but in some countries also offers traditional retail banking services such as current accounts and deposits. For example, in Russia Home Credit is one of the most profitable and biggest private banks within the country.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EmbedIT’s Customers

#1 Russia
Since 2002
Number of clients in the database: 26.2M

#1 Czech Republic
Since 1997
Number of clients in the database: 2.1M

#2 Slovakia
Since 1999
Number of clients in the database: 1M

#1 Belarus
Since 2007
Number of clients in the database: 840K

India
Since 1999
Number of clients in the database: 23K

#2 Kazakhstan
Since 2005
Number of clients in the database: 1.5M

#1 China
Since 2007
Number of clients in the database: 3.3M

#1 Vietnam
Since 2009
Number of clients in the database: 660K

Indonesia
Pilot operation since 2013
EmbedIT’s Deliveries

- Tailored SW Solutions
- Complete IT Support
- SW Product Solutions
EmbedIT Loves Technology

...welcome to technological paradise!
Teams @ EmbedIT

Enterprise & Product Architecture

Product & Custom Development

Business Intelligence

IT Operations

IT Security

Project Office

Supporting Team
Jobs @ EmbedIT Teams

- Enterprise Architect
- Technology Architect
- BI Architect
- Business Analyst
- Solution Architect
- Java Developer, System Architect, System Analyst, SW & Technical Tester
- BI Analyst, BI Developer, BI Tester, BI Project Manager
- NOC Technician, Service Delivery Coordinator, Application Support, System Administrator, Infrastructure Architect
- Security Specialist
- Project Manager Junior/Senior
- Human Resources, IT Controlling, Office Management, End User Support, IT Procurement
EmbedIT Offers

- 5 Weeks of Holiday, 2 Sick Days
- Meal Allowances
- Contributions to Pension Scheme
- Corporate Events
- Legendary Team Parties
- Bonus for Loyal Employees
- Home Office
- Fully Equipped Kitchens
- Laptop & Mobile
- Monthly Salary & Annual Bonus
- Relax Rooms and Representative Work Spaces
- Business Trips to Exotic Destinations

...and much more!
Thank you!

< Are you on the same wave?
< Do you have any questions or comments?
< Don’t be shy and contact us!

www.embedit.cz  kariera@embedit.cz